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The opinions expressed by the participants of the entrepreneurs are their own. Entrepreneurs who want to attract the attention of their ideal customer often hear that buyer personas are crucial to success. For the first time I learned to use buyer's ideas to guide marketing strategies at Regis McKenna, the PR firm that launched Apple and almost all other technology companies that
matter in the 80s. For over 25 years, I have guided my own team and thousands of workshop participants to use the methodology that underpins the buyer personas. Although the buyer's personas are extremely valuable, each company is unique. It is important to assess the extent to which your company is willing to invest in figuring out this information. Related: The science of
building Buyer Personas (infographic) There's a lot of confusing tips and hype floating around about buyer personas. There are templates that can be downloaded online and filled with your own ideas. Many blogs advise you to mine social media platforms to learn about your customers. Others offer polls or interviews. Here's what to think: How effective are these strategies? What
is the cost-benefit ratio? What do you hope to gain from creating and investing in buyer personas? Just like any other effort where you have no prior experience, you should evaluate your options and consider the relevance to your own circumstances if you want to succeed. Here are three of the most important things to think about before you go any further.1 What is the cost of
the wrong thing about your product or marketing strategy? Well-designed buyer personas allow you to see the proposed solution from the perspective of your customers, identifying blind spots that could set your business back or close it. They tell you what will probably happen before you build the wrong product or engage in a marketing activity that won't convince buyers to
choose you. If you have a business where you have to spend considerable time and capital to build and launch a product, it is important to know that you are on the right track. However, other companies can make small investments, learn from their mistakes, and try until they get it right. Consider OXO, the brand of kitchen utensils. When they have a new product, they make a
limited production run and push it into a few stores. If he sells, they know they have a winner. If they don't, they move on to the test of something else. The cost of failure is negligible, so OXO makes no sense to invest in the persona of the buyer. Related: Your marketing messages target the right personas?2. Are you willing to invest in one-on-one interviews with buyers like yours?
Buyer personas do more than describe a fictional buyer. To guide your business strategies, have to tell you what real buyers think and do as they evaluate their options to solve the problem you are solving. And no, you can't get these ideas by asking questions according to the script. An experienced interviewer must find the right people and search them through a specialized,
unwritten unwritten can learn to conduct these interviews, but it's not something you can do naturally. You will need to invest time to understand how to conduct these conversations and mine them for useful information. Or you will need to hire experts who are certified in this unique methodology. If your business isn't at the point where you can make that investment, building a
buyer persona won't help.3 Is this the right time for your business to invest in buyer personas? If you are just starting a business and handling sales and marketing yourself, you control every decision. You can keep a photo of your buyer in your head and make sure everything about your business is aligned to solve a specific, high cost problem. As the business grows, the utility of
buyer personas grows too. When you start hiring marketing and sellers or working with outside agencies, buyer personas help your team make the right decisions. These people can work independently and creatively without contradicting each other or jeopardizing your strategic intentions. Buyer personas are a powerful tool when they are well researched and when they explain
the choices you want to influence. If your company can afford to do them right and the stakes are high, I highly recommend this move. If not, you have better things to do. Related: Do you know where your shoppers hang out online? Illustration by Daniel Krill Who am I, really? Philosophers, psychologists and neuroscientists, not to mention poets and artists, have been trying to
answer this question for centuries. The good news for business leaders is that they don't have to turn into a therapist's chair, or get a degree in metaphysics to figure it out. Nor should average employees have to dig deep into their unconscious state, or reveal their inner Freud. In the business world, there is a much easier way to find out who we are, at least when it comes to our
professional personas: just pay attention to how others see us. Social science research says that who we are at work is basically determined by what other people think of us: how they measure the success of our behavior and actions, how they perceive our characters and motives, and how they compare us to others. Whether we receive informal advice from our colleagues or
participate in official evaluation events, there is no better way to determine who we are at work than crowdsourcing assessments of our reputation and personal brands. Academic research shows that people with high functioning and accurate self-perception include other people's opinions in their sense of self. This may contradict popular advice, but the ability to present yourself
in strategic and politically astute ways is really crucial to succeed in any professional Those who live by the mantra don't worry too much about what other people think of you can hinder their own careers. As scientific surveys have shown, successful people (with Joan Jett) worry a lot about their reputation, and they care deeply about portraying themselves in a socially desirable
way. When we enjoy the luxury of convening with colleagues and clients personally (remember what place is called an office?) others get impressions of us based on our physical presence in three-dimensional space, including how solid our handshakes are and how our voices sound in the acoustics of the room. Even our fragrances pass on important social information to others.
In these conditions, we have no way of seeing ourselves just as others see us, and our feedback is only as good as the signals they transmit (smile, yawn, more or less eye contact), or what they tell us directly. Now that so much of our communication is going online, however, we have all become our own avatars and have access to a lot (if not most) of the same information as
others. The mountain of data that each of us produces on the Internet is a raw material used to protect artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms that track our digital footprints. It's also something other people - and organizations - use to make quick judgments about our personal and professional attributes, especially when they decide whether to recruit us, hire us, invest in our startups,
collaborate with us, or compete with us. Even if our social media accounts are private, there is probably enough public information that anyone can access when they choose to rate us. Think about how easy it is for corporations to use our digital personalities to evaluate us, figure out our preferences, profile us based on demographics, and sell us things. We can be sure that
recruiters, investors, colleagues and competitors also use the same data to generate and validate hypotheses about who we are, what we care about, and our chances of success in different scenarios. But we have options. While people and corporations are busy using our data to influence and judge us, we have the ability to curate our avatars in a way that influences them.
Understanding how our online profiles are created and used by others, as well as how we can access and change them, is part of building a successful career. Regardless of your goals, you need to understand the story your public data tells and understand how to change it. Understanding the algorithm Common Myth is that algorithms cannot be fooled or deceived. But their
ability to make mistakes is more human than many people think: AI defines signals and patterns by trying to understand them like humans, but they do so in a more rigid, prescriptive, and formulaic way. If you understand the formula, you can curate the image you want others to see. Just as changing multiple pixels can make AI believe that the image of the cat on Case bowl
guacamole, so too can minor changes in your online presence lead to very different conclusions that are made about you. Here are some of the public building blocks that you can use to boost the Presence. Photos: People tend to think that AI facial recognition is creepy, but the truth is that people from flesh and blood bring their own powerful biases - conscious or unconscious -
to their judgments about your appearance, including basic attributes such as gender, age and ethnicity. Some things are out of your control, but there are many aspects of your appearance that you can manage. You can change your actual appearance (contact a stylist or fashionista friend to help you clarify your look), or you can invest in software that allows you to change the
picture once it has been done. Another approach is to use tools such as increase touchup, which can change your appearance during a video call or conference call. Video: AI software - and people - shape your impressions of you based on videos posted online. Companies now sell apps that encode and interpret body language and facials recorded during interviews. Their client
organizations use the data to profile job applicants' attributes, assess potential strengths and weaknesses, and make hiring decisions. If you have posted videos of yourself in the public domain, make sure they portray you in a favorable light and only capture words, appearance and body language that you consider professionally appropriate. If the video doesn't represent you,
what you want is to have another experience without poking it out, or try to take it. Tone of voice: Your tone of voice in a video or audio recording can convey both emotion and truthfulness (or lack thereof). Prosody is an established field of computational social science that is designed to correlate the physical properties of your speech with reliable markers of emotionality, mood
and personality. Your voice can also convey clues about your health. One way of monitoring this is to invest in feedback from an experienced executive, acting, voice, or media coach - someone who can provide you with an idea of how you sound and help you practice speaking in a way that creates the impression you want. Words you use to communicate: Text analysis of
writing, presentations and speech is a rapidly expanding area. Tools such as IBM Watson Mood Analysis are now available to translate your personal language style into a full character profile. This is possible thanks to a technology called natural language processing (NLP), which corresponds to the types of words that people use with certain character sizes (e.g. personality,
intelligence, and interests). Obviously it pays to pay attention to what you say and how you say it. Although there is no universal formula for interpreting a written or spoken word, scientific show some consistent patterns. The use of positive words is often associated with extroversion. If you want to come across as more outgoing, sociable and confident, write or say words like fun,
excited, and awesome. Individuals who tend to be pessimistic and sensitive dispositions are more likely to use negative words such as anxiety, anxiety and fear. Those who are intelligent and curious tend to use more complex, unusual words such as narration, leitmotif or rhetoric. By the way, such language is more associated with liberal than conservative political preferences.
And, unsurprisingly, expletives can signal antisocial and psychopathic tendencies, while self-referal pronouns (me, mine, and especially me) may indicate narcissistic tendencies. Social media posts, promotions and likes: Each can be analyzed for quantity, quality and content; they have been shown to correlate with personality, beliefs, political preferences and consumer
behaviour. While we don't know of any major company that publicly acknowledges that it uses this method in its process of identifying candidates, recruiting or evaluating, it makes sense to assume what they are doing. There is a lot of scientific research showing that our social media activity is an accurate indicator of our deepest psychological characteristics (for a recent large-
scale study, see here). That's why startups such as Humantic, Crystal Knows and Receptiviti, as well as well-known corporate players such as IBM Watson, offer customers the opportunity to translate candidates' profiles and posts on Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn into the psychological profile of their career-related strengths and weaknesses. When posting, sharing, or responding
to social media posts, imagine you're doing it in front of a virtual audience filled with your potential bosses, colleagues, investors or partners. The more you can enlighten and inspire, rather than anger or alienate this imaginary audience, the better. Warren Buffett suggests that the most successful companies are those who admire their customers, and the same may be true for the
reaction you are trying to call in those who invest time to find and make judgments about your online presence. Manipulating Algorithm Digital avatars, which have become complex and significant in recent years, is becoming an increasingly important component of someone's personal and professional brand. By curating your online I first consider different audiences who may be
interested in profiling you. Depending on your career, role and level in the organization, these audiences may include potential employers, employees, investors, counter-participants, media, community activists, and even government officials or regulators. Before you come up with your online presence, first set goals for impressions that you want every potential constituency to
have of you, and consider the appropriate places that everyone will access in order to appreciate For some people, curating an online presence can be as simple as adding, deleting or changing a single photo, video or social media posting. Others may need a more comprehensive and sustainable approach. Of course, this process is a process Get quite sophisticated and
challenging, creating cat-and-mouse games or an arms race between people trying to impress and AI trying to interpret it. For example, when Cambridge University researchers published a study showing that the likes of curly French fries on Facebook were associated with the presence of higher intelligence, curly potatoes began to get a much larger number of likes, presumably
because people who read the story wanted to impress the algorithms. In turn, AI could fix its algorithm by no longer interpreting curly fries as evidenced by the higher I q, although one would still expect that people who read and understood that the story would be pretty clever (at least in the sense of equalizer or social intelligence). In order to impress the algorithms, people and
organizations that are trying to evaluate you, you need to take into account both your own profile (inside human data) and the profiles of others in your reference group (between data people). Finding the right balance between installation and being established is the key to success. Saying you never get a second chance to make a first impression can be relevant now on the
internet as it has always been offline. And only a few pixels can make all the difference. Editor's Note (7/9): An earlier version of this article included an example of a company that sold an app that interprets body language and facials recorded during interviews. The company no longer sells this product and the link has been removed. Removed.
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